
older. For the new PA guidelines the adherence is 48.4% and
38.1% respectively. The large difference for adults 55 years and
older is due to changes in the cut-off values for moderate-to-
vigorous intensity PA and the addition of bone and muscle
strengthening exercises.
Conclusions
The updated protocol for data processing and analysis of the
SQUASH describes the steps to calculate the new PA guidelines
in a structured way and gives researchers the opportunity to
work with the data from the SQUASH in a uniform way. The
SPSS syntax for data processing is available at: www.sporten-
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Background
Regular physical activity (PA) has been found to be important
for cardiovascular health and longevity. However, notable
proportion of adult population does not meet the national PA
recommendations. Active transport is one domain of physical
activity, that could be a time-efficient way to increase PA and
reach the national recommendations. Additionally, it could
have a positive effect to body composition.
Methods
Based on longitudinal cohort study, active commuting modes
and objectively measured PA were used to determine the
influence of commuting mode to steps, aerobic steps, BMI and
waist circumference. Linear regression models were fitted to
test the associations between the change groups of commuting
mode and the longitudinal changes of the response variables.
Results
When compared to passive commuters, participants with
public transport (p = 0.09) and walking (p > 0.001-0.021)
showed higher amounts of steps and aerobic during summer-
time and wintertime. Cyclers showed higher amounts of steps
and aerobic steps only in wintertime (p = 0.001-0.002). Passive
commuters had higher BMI than walkers (p = 0.05) and cyclers
(p = 0.023) in summertime. Also, cyclers had lower waist
circumference than passive commuters (p = 0.016-0.02).
Among those who remained persistently active, number of
steps did not change. When compared to persistently active,
among those who changed from active to passive commuting,
steps (-900 - -885) and aerobic steps (-500) declined
(p = 0.010-0.036) while among those who changed from
passive to active commuting steps (+900-1000) and aerobic
steps (+650-750) increased (p = 0.023-0.011).
Conclusions
Commuting actively to work and changing passive mode to
active mode has a positive effect to number of daily steps and
aerobic steps. Since the active commuting is part of the daily
routine, promoting active commuting could be one of the key
factors tackling the obesity and insufficient PA among adults.
Continuity of active commuting seemed to be effective way to
maintain body weight in balance over the years.
Keywords: Active commuting, physical activity, objective
measurement, BMI
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Background
Temperament refers to innate differences between individuals,
is partly genetically determined, relatively stable across lifespan
and expressed through behaviors such as physical activity and
sedentary behavior. These two behaviors are known as major
determinants of health. Therefore, measuring physical activity
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